Elements of Music
1/ Name the six elements of Music you have learnt
with their meanings? (6 marks)
2/ What is the musical words for ‘thick’ and ‘thin’?
(2 marks)
3) What is the musical word for ‘getting louder’ and
‘getting quieter’? (2 marks)
4/ What are the four vocal sections of a choir? ( 4
marks)
5/ Name one italian word for speed. (1 mark)

Form and Structure
6/ The ‘AB’ structure is called
form
7/ The ABA structure is called
form
8/ A Rondo form is
.
9/ Mozart’s Theme on ‘Twinkle Twinkle’ is
an example of
form
10/ Verse/ chorus form is called
form.
11/ Listen! What structure is this music
written in?

Time Signature
12/ What does the term ‘time signature’ mean? (1
mark)
13/ Name and define the four time signatures you
have learnt?
(8 marks)
14/ What time signature am I in?
a)
b)

(2 marks)

Instruments of the orchestra
15/ Name the four families of instruments.
(4 marks)
16/ Name two instruments per family.
(8 marks)
18/ Name two techniques a violin could play.
(2 marks)
19/ Name one technique a clarinet could play.
(1 marks)

20/ What does the word ‘Trill’ mean?
(1 marks)
21/Name the instrument.
a)
b)
(2 marks)

Elements of Music
1/ Name the six elements of Music you have learnt with their meanings? Pitch
(high/low), Dynamics (loud/quiet), Tempo (fast/slow), Timbre (sound used)
Texture (Thick/thin), Duration (long/short notes) (6 marks)
2/ What is the musical words for ‘thick’ and ‘thin’? Polyphonic/ homophonic (2
marks)
3) What is the musical word for ‘getting louder’ and ‘getting quieter’?
Crescendo; Diminuendo (2 marks)
4/ What are the four vocal sections of a choir? ( 4 marks)
Soprano/alto/ tenor/ bass
5/ Name one italian word for speed and it’s definition (e.g ‘fast’, ‘moderate’,
‘slow’. (1 mark)
Allegro/Presto- Fast
Andante- Walking pace
Adagio- Slow
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Lento- Slow

Form and Structure
6/ The ‘AB’ structure is called BINARY form
7/ The ABA structure is called TURNARY
form
8/ A Rondo form is ABACAD etc
9/ Mozart’s Theme on ‘Twinkle Twinkle’ is an
example of THEME AND VARIATION form
10/ Verse/ chorus form is called STROPHIC
form.
11/
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Time Signature
12/ What does the term ‘time signature’ mean? How many
beats are in a bar
(1 mark)
13/ Name and define the four time signatures you have
learnt?
4/4 (four crotchet beats in a bar)
¾ ( three crotchet beats in a bar)
2/4 ( two crotchet beats in a bar)
6/8 ( six quaver beats in a bar?

(8 marks)

14/ What time signature am I in?
a)
b)

(2 marks)
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Instruments of the orchestra
15/ Name the four families of instruments.
Strings; Woodwind; Brass: Percussion; (4 marks)
16/ Name two instruments per family.
(4 marks)
18/ Name two techniques a violin could play.
Arco, Tremolo/tremolando, Pizzicato, Col Legno, double stopping
(2 marks)
19/ Name one technique a clarinet could play.
Flutter tonguing
(1 marks)
20/ What does the word ‘Trill’ mean?
•
fast alternation of the main written note with the note above it.
(1 marks)
21/Name the instrument.
a)
b)

(2 marks)
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What mark did you get??

/46

